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No. of responses = 21
Enrollment = 29

Response Rate = 72.41%

Survey ResultsSurvey Results

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

How would you rate your TA as an
effective teacher?

1.1)
ExcellentFailing

n=20
av.=8.55
md=9
dev.=0.76
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How would you rate the availability
and helpfulness of your TA outside of
the classroom?

1.2)
ExcellentFailing n=21

av.=8.33
md=9
dev.=0.97
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What is your rating of this course
independent of the effectiveness of
the TA?

1.3)
ExcellentFailing n=21

av.=7.57
md=8
dev.=1.69
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Profile
Subunit: MATH
Name of the instructor: E. KIM
Name of the course:
(Name of the survey)

16W: COMPTNG 10A DIS 1C: INTR TO PROGRAMMING

Values used in the profile line: Mean

1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:1. UCLA Department of Mathematics:

1.1) How would you rate your TA as an effective teacher? Failing Excellent
n=20 av.=8.55

1.2) How would you rate the availability and helpfulness
of your TA outside of the classroom?

Failing Excellent
n=21 av.=8.33

1.3) What is your rating of this course independent of the
effectiveness of the TA?

Failing Excellent
n=21 av.=7.57
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Comments ReportComments Report

2. Comments:2. Comments:

Please use the space provided for any comments youwish tomake which are pertinent to the
educational process. Thesemay include all aspects of the course: teaching, examinations, grading,
textbook, etc.

2.1)

Eric Kimis a HUGE help. His way of talking is easier to pay attention to than some of the other TA's and
his hardwork in creating and printing outnotes/worksheets/mini quizzes for us every discussionwill not
go unmentioned. He is approachable and untiringly helpful both in class and evenmore so in office
hours which is a great feat. I've only seen hima little under the weather once in class butall the rest of
the time his patience and attentiveness have no limit. Thank you Eric. I wish I'dmademore use of your
office hours looking back. Butyour worksheets savemy life because practice is whatwe need,
especially practice inwriting rather than just typing like we do for the homeworks.

Also he is pretty good about replying to emails and taking suggestions.

Eric does a good job clarifying confusing topics and programming syntax. It's obvious thathe really
knows the subject. He provides his students with practice problems and posts the solutions which I find
helpful. Eric is a very helpful TA!

Eric is an INCREDIBLE TA as he is able to explain complex topics in simple terms andmake it easy to
understand. I would say thata large part ofmy success in this course lies with thematerials he provides
to us during section and online, as he is themostengaged of the 3TAs we have.

Eric is very helpful!He prepares a lot for his discussion!

Eric is very knowledgable of the coursematerial and really cares abouthis students. I was very
comfortable going to his office hours knowing howhelpful Eric is compared to professor Lindstromwho
seemed to not care abouthis students at all.

Eric makes everything clearer and gives a lot of examples which is pretty nice :) He is very nice too,
always willing to answer questions!

Eric was an awesome guywho puta lot of effort in for his sectionwith all the worksheets and practice
hemade available with solutions and all. He was also very friendly and approachable and always could
helpwalk you through a problemyouwere having. 10/10would choose himfor a TA again and again
and again.

Eric was an extremely kind and effective TA! His slides and exercises during discussions were very
helpful, and he was very active in helping out students on the discussion forum! He clearly has a
passion andmastery for programming, yethe was still humble and understanding of students'
problems! I don't really have anything to recommend...I just hope Eric is a professor atUCLA soon if
that's whathe wants to do!

Eric was excellent in breaking down the instruction of the week into clear, understandable parts with the
weekly note pdfs thathe provided (for example, defining a term, then giving an example of how to use it
and any things to be careful of). In addition, he createdworksheets andmini-quizzes for the discussion
section to go through formore practice. He was very patient in answering questions and very helpful
both in discussion and office hours.

He was greatoverall.

Honestly, Eric has been the bestTA I've had atUCLA. Letme just tell howmuch I appreciate howmuch
he put in the time into organizing his lectures, makingworksheets, answering questions (both inside and
outside of class) butmost importantly for not treatingme like an idiot. I amverymuch grateful to have
had himas a TA, and he's a perfectmodel for whatan excellentTA should be. I wish theyweremore
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like him.

I never went to Eric's discussion because another TA's discussionworked better forme butall I could
say is whenever I post on the discussion forumhe always responds within 10min!Which is nice
because I usually amdoing hwat the time and really need the help at themoment. Thank you Eric!

None. Excellent teaching. Learned fromhimmore than I didwith the professor.

TA is also knowledgeable of the course. I like howwework on practice problems in discussion because
it enforces the things we learn in lecture.

The TAwas very helpful during his teaching hours and took the time to answer questions fromthe
students tomake sure they understoodwhatwas going on. He also would provide different looks at the
code presented in lecture, however, this would usually not serve any purpose when applied to the
homework assignments.

The extra practice problems were extremely helpful!

The extra problems really helpedwith further understanding andmastering thematerial. The quiz right
after the firstmidtermalso helped gauge the general area where I needed to improvemy skills on. The
extra information aboutvarious classes, data types, computer architecture, etc. was also very helpful
and enlightening.

good


